
 

The House then adjourned for lunch at one 
minute past one of the clock. • 

. The House reassembled affair lunch at two 
of the clock, Mr. Deputy Chairman in the 
Chair. 

CLARIFICATIONS IN RELATION TO 
THE STATEMENT MADE BY MINIS-
TER OF HOMES AFFAIRS ON APRIL 

23, 1984, REGARDING LAY AND 
ORDER SITUATION IN PUNJAB. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now we take 
up clarifications on the statement of the' 
Home Minister, Shri K. Mohanan. 

SHRI K. MOHANAN (Kerala): Mr. Deputy 
Chairman, Sir, now once again we are 
discussing the subject of Punjab the wounded 
Punjab, the land of bravery and tolerance. I 
have a little doubt about the outcome of this 
discussion too. If I am correct, this is the 12th 
or 13 th instance that we are discussing Punjab 
within the last three years. Unfortunately after 
every dis-cussion, the situation in Punjab has 
deteriorated. It is not the fault of this august 
House. I should say it is because of the utter 
disrespect shown by the Government to the 
creative and concrete suggestions made by the 
democratic opposition of this country to solve 
the problem of Punjab in a peace-ful manner. 

Sir, now it is a known, open and naked fact 
that the situation is completely out of control. 
Who is responsible for such a ridiculous 
situation? Of course, the extremists and the 
divisions forces in Punjab, with the open 
support of some fo,reign imperialist agencies 
are posing a threat to the very unity of this big 
country. But what was the role played by the 
ruling party and the Union Government of 
this country?  In fact, they    were 

playing into the hands of the extre 
mists and the divisive forces through 
negative attitude to settle this issue 
peacefully, I charge. It is a known fact 
that there is no Government in Pun 
jab. The logical conclusion is that if 
there is no Government in Punjab, 
actually there is no Government jn 
this country at all. Why I am saying 
this is that the statement made by the 
Minister on the floor of this Hosue 
yesterday was a supplementary docu, 
ment to my observation that there is 
no Government in Punjab and there is 
no Government in this country at all 
Minister's statement is nothing but 
a confessional statement of an accus 
ed. The last sentence of the Minister's 
statement reads: "I would like to as 
sure the House that Government would 
do its best to contain and eradicate 
the activities of terrorists." I have no 
doubt thisi     last sentence   in 
the statement is a prize-winning joke for this 
year especially made in this month of April; 
nothing more than that. 

Now more    than six months    have 
elapsed after the imposition of President's 
rule in Punjab. The dismissal Darbara   Singh  
Ministry   and   the in position of Presidents 
rule in Punj-and the deterioration of -the 
situation even after the imposition of 
President's rule means anything, that the 
Congress-I   claim   that   law   and   order   is   
safe in its han3s and only in its hands is 
absolutely   a  bogus  one.  Yesterday  1 was 
surprised to hear my eteemed colleague, 
Bhandareji, raising the question of law and 
order situation in  Jammu and Kashmir. But  
what  is happening in  Punjab  under the  
direct  ruie     of this Union Government  and 
what    is happening in Haryana unffer your 
own Government. 

SHRI DEBA PRASAD ROY (West 
Bengal): No  no. 

SHRI K. MOHANAN: Wean discuss that. 
We are ready for a discussion. We are 
prepared to discuss with facts, and   
figures... (Interruptions). 

SHRI DIPEN  GHOSH: Don't inter-rupt. 
You are yet to open your mouth  to make your 
maiden speech...   (In 
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terruption) You first make your maiden 
speech and then interrupt. Don't make your 
maiden speech by interrupting. 

SHRI DEBA PRASAD ROY; You take 
my interruption as my maiden speech. 

SHRI DIPEN GHOSH: That shows the 
mettle of your Membership. 

SHRI DEBA PRASAD ROY: I know your 
mettle also. 

SHRI DIPEN GHOSH: I know you: we 
know each other. 

SHRI DEBA PRASAD ROY: Yes, yes, we 
know each other. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Pleased sit 
down. Don't interrupt. Let him speak. 

SHRI K. MOHANAN: From the very 
beginning my party unequivocally condemned   
the  extremist   activities      in Punjab. Not only 
my party, the entire democratic opposition of 
this country tried their level-best     to settle    
this issue in a peaceful manner and we ex-
tended all our possible cooperation   to this 
Government to settle the issue in a peaceful 
manner.   But what was the role played by the 
Government? Without any narrow political 
considerations we extended our cooperation 
and support to the Government- to settle this 
issue because we are more concerned about the 
unity and integrity of , this country.  Even   
then  the   Government has failed to  settle this 
issue in      a peaceful manner, Why? The only 
answer is that the Government and  the ruling  
party  had   always   dealt  with the  issue with 
their narrow political motives. 

At a time when the opposition parties were 
negotiating with the Akalis on the one hand 
and the Union Govern, ment on the other, you 
conceded all the religious demands raised by 
the Akalis without having a word with the 
mediators, namely, the opposition parties 
which were playing an impor- 

tant role in these negotiations for a settlement of 
this national issue. Even then we took a passive 
and cooperative stand, though we had our own 
reservations about your conceding their 
religious demands. But we did not want to 
create any trouble. We remained silent because 
we were more concerned with a settlement of 
the issue in a peaceful manner. 
Now, again, you have readily conceded their 
demand on the issue of article 25 of the 
Constitution. This time also you did not think 
it fit to have a word on this issue with tile 
responsible opposition which was playing an 
important role to settle this issue through 
peaceful means. Even after conceding their 
these two demands, you are not prepared to 
discuss the political issues raised by the 
Akalis. These are not the demands ot the 
Akalis, but of the entire people of Punjab. But 
you are not prepared to discuss them and eame 
to a settlement through peaceful negotiations. 

I reiterate again and again that the 
communalists and     extremists    could have 
been effectively curbed if the ruling party and 
the Central Government had listened to. the 
voice of the democratic opposition ol this 
country. The Delhi meeting of the opposition 
parties in June 1983 had made eminently prac-
tical proposals on all disputed issues. • I am not 
going into the details of those proposals because    
everybody    knows them.    Further my leader 
Shri Har-kishan Surjeet had so many times ex-
plained  those  proposals  on this  very floor of 
the House. The ruling party and the 
Government, however took, a completely 
negative attitude    to    the proposal  made  by  
the  opposition  including the Akali Dal, at that 
time. 

Now the entire situation has changed and it 
is a fact, I think, that even the Akali leadership 
is helpless. It was reported in a section of the 
press that even Mr. Longowal himself is in the 
hit list of the extremists. Even then I would 
appeal to the Akali leadership to come out of 
their vacillating position and take a bold stand 
and condemn the indiscriminately kill- 
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ing of innocent people of Punjab and Haryana,  
isolate the extremists     and then seek the 
support of all the democratic sections of this 
country and to settle the issue in a peaceful 
manner. Otherwise,   the  Akali   Dal   will   
itself become a prey in the hands of the divisive  
forces  in  Punjab  and their supporters  outside.  
Sir,  the  Government and its" administrative 
machinery  and its  police  machinery in  Punjab  
have thoroughly failed to. handle the situation. 
This is a well-known fact    and the minister's 
statement is the supporting document. Now, Sir, 
what was the performance of the  intelligence  
agencies  all these days? I am not putting this 
question with regard to  the isolated killings 
there_ In a single night, 37  stations,   railway  
stations  in  different parts of the State were set 
o:i fire. So, it is not a question of the isolated 
killings.  37   railway stations were  set on fire. 
So, it is a well-planned action, a pre-planned 
action. Only through a well-planned action, with 
a calculated move, these things could have    
been done; otherwise, these things could not 
have been done. Even then, I    would say, your 
intelligence  agency js in   a state of sound 
sleep. Sir, the Haryana Chief Minister, Shri 
Bhajan Lal, openly stated that two Youth 
Congress     (I) chiefs were arrested on the 
charge of attempt to murder the Deputy Speaker 
of the Haryana Assembly, and it was reported   
by   the   Chief   Minister      of Haryana himself 
that  some     Punjab, policemen were arrested 
on the charge of murder in Haryana. Even then 
your intelligence  agency seems to be  in a state 
of sound sleep. Even an honourable Member of 
this House sacrificed his life. I bow my head in 
respect to that  departecj   colleague,   our  
beloved colleague, add it was because of your 
utter carelessness and your failure to handle the 
situation with efficiency and courage. 
Nowadays, I think your intelligence agency is 
getting busy with destabilising the non-
Congress (I) Governments in the States and 
stabilising your own Ministries in the State's 
through horse-rading. Otherwise, if there is any 
intelligence agency in the country worth the 
name, such a situation 'will 

never arise and such a situation will never 
arise without the knowledge of the police or 
the Government. 

Once again I would like to reiterat' that if 
only the Prime Minister had adopted a 
positive and correct attitude to the initiative 
taken by the Opposition in June last year, the 
tragic developments of the subsequent nine 
months could have been avoided. 

The last point that I would like to discuss is 
afoout the involvement of the foreign hands in 
the Punjab situation. The Government is not at 
all prepared to take Parliament or the people of 
this country into confidence in this regard. 
Time and again the Government had 
mentioned about the involvement of foreign 
agencies in the Punjab incidents. Even last 
week the Home Minister had openly stated 
that there was evidence with them to show that 
there was the involvement of foreign hands, 
foreign countries, in the incidents in Punjab. 
We the Opposition have been demanding for 
quite a long time the details about the 
involvement of foreign countries or foreign 
agencies. But the Government has failed. 
Why? It will be an eye-opener to the people of 
the entire country, especially the people of 
Punjab, if the Government would come 
forward with the .details of the involvement of 
the foreign agencies or the foreign countries in 
the incidents in Punjab. 
You  cannot  solve the problem     of Punjab    
through     administrative    or armed measures, 
and this    has    been established beyond 
doubt. In this context, I would like fo ask 
whether the Government is prepared to rely on 
the democratic political    parties of    this 
country  and the mass     organisations rather 
than resorting to the use of administrative and   
armed  methods     to bring the  State back  to     
normalcy? Otherwise it will be the beginning 
of the end of the     unity  of  thi9  great nation.     
(Time bell rings). With these words, Sir, I 
conclude, MR.  DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:  I    
will request  hon.   Members  to  limit  their 
observations to, say, ten minute.   Mr. 
Mohunta, 
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SHRI SUSHIL CHAND MOHUNTA 
(Haryana): Sir, I was completely dismayed 
yesterday while listening to the speech of the 
hon. Home Minister on the Punjab situation. I 
expected that as this time, different to earlier 
occasions the Government itself, the hon. 
Home Minister himself, has volunteered to, 
make a statement in the House without a 
demand by the Opposition for a discussion on 
the subject— I thought he would be coming 
up with some new ideas, new proposals, for 
discussion and we could arrive at some 
conclusion; some direction could be given and 
the matter could be settled. But I found that it 
was a digest of all the earlier Press reportings 
and there was nothing on his own behall on 
which he could enlighten us in the matter for a 
complete under-standing of this problem. I 
want to take the House a little backwards so 
that we should know what is the whole prob-
lem. 

In 1966 we had the two States carved out of 
the united Punjab—Haryana and Punjab. 
There were certain outstanding disputes 
between the two States which were to be 
settled. In 1970, because ol certain 
circumstances into which I will not go because 
they are widely known, the Prime Minister 
was prevailed upon to make an Award. In that 
Award, Chandigarh was allowed to Punjab 
and Fazilka and Abohar were allowed to 
Haryana. In Haryana there was a lot of discon-
tentment, there was a wave of unrest and very 
powerful feelings ran throughout the entire 
length and breadth of Haryana against this 
Award because Haryana had a positive clim 
over Chandigarh. On the other hand, In Punjab 
there was widespread rejoicing over the 
adjudication of Chandigarh to Punjab. But we 
people in Haryana thought that in the national 
interest it is better that Chandigarh, if it is 
given to Punjab, let it be so. Abohar and 
Fazilka had come over to Haryana because the 
people of that region have the same culture, 
have the same language, have the same habits, 
have a common history with the  people  
Harayana.  And,  there- 

fore,  in  the larger  interests,  even  in spite of 
the fact that there were riots, police   firings,   
and      dozen   and   add people died in police 
firings, we accepted it. And regarding certain 
other areas apart   from   Chandigarh,. Fazilka   
and Abohar,   the  Prime  Minister  in     her 
Award said that a Commission would be 
appointed to go Into the merits of the areas 
whether they should be given to Haryana  or  
given to Punjab. It is most  distressing  that   till  
today   such a Commission was never 
appointed. It is most distressing that no, steps 
were taken to transfer Fazilka and Abohar to  
Haryana.    It  is     most     distressing    that 
Chandigarh    remained    and continues      
today      to     remain     as a     Union       
Territory.      Then    there were disputes 
regarding distribution of water between 
Haryana and    Punjab. A number of formula 
were suggested. That formula was again 
changed. Now, all  these   matters   are  again   
referred to a tripartite meeting. I was also    a 
member of that meeting. I also participated in 
the discussions. We reached certain positive  
conclusions in    those meetings. Firstly,   we  
said  that     the water dispute could be handed 
over to a tribunal. The Akali Party wanted it. 
The Members of Parliament who participated  
agreed to  it.    The people    of both the  States  
and  the  Government and the opposition parties 
of both the States agreed to it. This matter 
could have been Immediately referred. There 
are many things and one is not dependent  on 
the  other.  We  must  take  a broad outlook  and  
settle  those  issues which can be settled. As all 
the parties agreed to it, the water dispute should 
have been referred for adjudication to the 
Supreme Court under the     River Water  
Disputes  Act.  At  least      that one  paint   
would   have   been   settled. One point    of 
uncertainly, of   dispute, between both the two  
States     would have been finally 
clinched.Though the Government made an 
announcement in the press that it was prepared 
to refer the matter for arbitration and for ad-
judication, till tofay it has not taken any   
positive   steps   towards   referring the matter 
for adjudication. How can we say that the 
Government is sincere about it. 
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Regazding territorial disputes, more or less 
f/e had come to an undeistoid-ing as to how 
we can deal with the problen. of territorial 
distribution or ao.justm.ent between the two 
States. But the  stage do not materialise at all. 
Before it could materialise, it was cut down. 

The other dimension to'the dispute at that 
time was that there were certain reli.gio.us 
demands. Everybody conceded (bat the 
innocent religious demands .;ould be agreed. 
Unfortunately, in its zeal to take all the credit 
to itself, the Government maligned the 
opposition. They said that the opposition is 
responsible for all that is happening in 
Punjab. They wanted to take the while credit. 
An announcement io this effect was made in a 
loo.il Guru-dwara by the Prime Minister that 
these demands accepted. That was a wrong 
method. Once the opposition pasties were 
associated with it, whatever announcement 
had to be made should have been made on 
behalf of all the three parties. What 
happened? The people who were fighting for 
the acceptance of these demands were 
bypasesi and a handful of people from Punjab 
and other neighbouring areas were brought 
and the announcement was mjcle. They 
wanted to take the entire credit. It 
boomeranged. In the course of time, another 
demand also came un. It was that the Sikhs 
apprehended that the Constitution did not 
safeguard their identity i adequately. They \\ 
anted an amendment to the Constitution. 
There are two aspects in regard to the Punjab 
problem. One is the political aspect and the 
other is the law and order problem. We can-
not club them together. The political aspect 
must be settled, negotiated, decided in a 
conciliatory manner, with flexible and 
meaningful approach and with an 
understanding on al! sid?.5 and with an effort 
to give and take. The law and order problem 
cannot be dealt with like that. It must be dealt 
with firmly and strongly. We cannot club- 
both  the  things  together.     But 

wherner a statement is made by the hon. Home 
Minister, he t;>iks about the law and problem. 
He talks nothing about the political side of the 
problem. My contention is that if we look to 
the political problem and seek and try to And a 
solution tc the political problem, the law and 
order problem con be taken care of in its own 
way. But not in the way we are trying to Io. 
run with the hare and hunt with the hound. 
This won't pay. We must finally decide that the 
Punjab issue has to be decided. It cannot be 
decided by you sitting in the ivory towers. The 
people with whom you are (3 negot ia te  are 
rotting in jails. Tha people vho are trying to 
disturb the 1E.VV and crder problem are not 
ident'rTa'ola by vou till today. You have 
brought >n the most draconian measures 
regarding Punjab and CTTandigarh These 
were applauded. I said even then that the 
National Security Act was ih>~ve the 
Disturbed Areas Act was !b*.rF. 1 told you at 
that time also chat these Acts won't serve any 
purpose, because you do not know the names 
of these persons who are involved in it.you r-re 
talking of shooting perons at sight. But you do 
not know them, you cannot identify them and 
henc- y u cannot shoot them. The only pers:ti  
you can shoot is a person like me You do not 
know any extremists, all. You do not know any 
peisoii;- who are trying to create all this 
disir.Vr in Punjab. So, these Acts wo;'; belt) 
you. What is going to, help you is that you 
must finally decide and ..e con vinceu, and not 
paint a picture, as yo_ did yesterday, of 
absolute inaction and showing yourself to be 
poweiuss in the whole matter and you caunot 
give any direction in curbing what is hap-
pening. II cannot be done like this You have to 
negotiate. You cannot negotiate from the 
walls. You cannot negotiate from the press. 
You cannot negotiate from the radio. The 
moment you realised that an amendment to the 
Constitution could be considered, the moment 
you realised that and made the statement that 
you were prepared to . look into it provided the 
agitation in the Azad Panth Week was 
suspended, and  made  an  appeal  to  desist  
from 
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such an agitation because you were prepared 
to think over the whole matter and have a 
dialogue, even that was the stage that you 
should have released these Akali leaders who 
were in jain and had a dialogue with them. 
Whom are you going to talk to? Unless you 
talk to them, consider their demands regarding 
amendment of the Constitution, how can you 
arrive at' a unilateral decision by yourself? It 
is all unthinkable. What is happening in 
Punjab? Pardon me if I sound a bit odd in 
speaking on this matter. But if you really want 
to settle the Punjab issue, you have to settle it 
on . a negotiating table and you cannot have a 
negotiating table till the people with whom 
you are to talk, are released from the jails. 
You must ready to release them from the jails 
and talk to them and discuss with them across 
the table. 

I want to ask you another question, a point 
blank question, to which I expect you will 
definitely give an ans- i - When you agreed to 
refer the matter of water dispute to the tribu-
nal for adjudication, why ha>>e you not done 
it till today? If the ater dispute could have 
been settle,.!, in the territorial dispute we 
could have probably come near a solution. At 
least, we would have raised a sense of hope 
an,} confidence in the other side thai the. 
Government and the opposition parties and 
the people  in the rest of the country are 
meaningful and they want to settle it and on a 
thing on which w*> have agreed, they have 
acted You have not done tTfa£ I want to 
know why you have not done it. After all) this 
dispute, apart from the territorial dispute, •the 
water supply dispute, has also to be settled. 
Today all the water is flowing into Pakistan. 
At least Rs. 100 crores of loss is taking place 
every year because we cannot harness that 
water. We are deficient in power and 
electricity. We cannot construct and complete 
the Thein Dam. (Time bell rings). 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:    Please 
conclude now. 

SHRI SUSHIL CHAND MOHUNTA: Sir, I am 
speaking some important and relevant things. It is 
not just a ceremonious thing, a routing matter, 
that we are getting up, saying certain things, and 
the time is over and off we go. The question is 
that these are important matters. After all, water 
is flowing Into Pakistan. Whether it is a territorial 
dispute between Punjab and Haryana or between 
any other State, it should be considered. Your 
own Government in both the States was there. 
Shri Darbara Singh's Government was there. 
Even now the Union Government is there. The 
Opposition parties and both the States agreed 
with regard to the territorial dispute. Why can't 
you refer the water dispute to a tribunal and say 
that you have all the good intentions to settle the 
problem? On a matter on which "we all agreed, 
why can't you appoint a 'triburnal? Sdfflcient 
time has elapsed. By this time, a Commission 
could have been appointed to go Into the question 
to decide as to which areas should go • over to 
Haryana. A Commissicn could have been 
appointed by now. Whether anybody cooperates 
or does not cooperate is a different matter. You 
could e done it by now. After all every body does 
not Cooperate with the Government and the 
Government on that basis cannot sit pretty with 
the Government and the Government on .that 
basis canont sit pretty over it and say that they 
are not bothered and will not budge an inch. 
After all, the Government has to function. 
Government "cannot abdicate its duties ar 
functions. Therefore, there is a dispute and 
everybody realises it. If somebody does not 
cooperate the Government on its own should 
appoint a Commission to go into the matter Io 
decide as to which areas from Punjab should go 
over to Haryana and which areas from Haryana 
should go over to Punjab. If this Commission had 
been appointed no matter whether anybody 
cooperates, or not, its report would have been out 
and things would have been different, and it 
would have been very difficult for anyone to say 
anythfaf because the report would be 
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based on hard facts, based on the 
circumstances prevailing, based on the 
continuity, on the language and culture of the 
two States and this report would have been the 
basis for adjustment of boundaries. In that case 
it will be very difficult for any person to come 
forward and denounce it. If you had done it, all 
other matters could have been taken care of. If 
you had done it, if you had taken that initiative 
and not allowed the matter to languish, I am 
positively sure that both parties would have 
come much nearer and this climate of 
extremism which is now prevailing there, 
would not have been there at all. 

There is one most important thing. Today I was 
reading in the    papers. Prime Minister has 
made a statement that the situation in Punjab is    
bad, out  of  control,   because     during   the 
Janata period,    the   Akalis    and   the Janata  
Party   recruited   criminal   elements into the 
intelligence service. You came to power in  
1980. It has taken you four years to  realise it 
that the Akali and Janata parties recruited cri-
minal   elements   into   the   intelligence 
service, with the net result that you are  not   
able  to  get  any  clue  as  to who  is  creating  
this  disturbance.    It-is  a very sad  state  of  
affairs.     You want   our  cooperation.   You   
say   that want us to cooperate; and at the same 
time you also say that the Opposition has been 
helpful to you in making the Akalis and other 
parties coming to an understanding. But then 
you also condemn us in the pernicious    
language which is unbecoming of you. After 
all, we are all Indian nationals. We    are not 
interested  in these    disturbances. You   now  
realise  that  we  re - cruited these criminal 
elements for you. You were nowhere to be 
seen. You never expected to come back to 
power. You were scared of elections even at 
that time. Even  stalwarts in your     party were 
running about seeking admission inot Janata 
Party. And you say that We  were   recruiting  
criminals     just to cater to your interests? You 
mean we  recruited   criminals  because     you 
would come back to power? It is preposterous. 
How many names should I mention who were 
hankering for ad- 

mission into Janata Party? And    you say today  
that we had been  recruiting  criminals.  This  
sort  of  language must stop. If you want to 
have a true dialogue, you must respect us  as 
we respect you and regard you. Regarding this 
situation, we expect sincerely and faithfully 
that you would try to bring normalcy  in the 
State     because normalcy is not only important 
for Punjab this normalcy is important for the 
rest of the country because Assam is another  
corollary;  other places     will also follow if 
you do not take steps. We want to live in 
peaceful India. We did not seek freedom to 
fight among ourselves.  We want peace and  
amity in the countiy because if is important for 
our progress and unless we restore normalcy, 
the fate of the country will go, from bad to 
worse. We will be falling prey to foreign 
country. I do not know what  the fact is;  but 
you say, the Government    says, that    foreign 
powers are interfering and are taking interest in 
the affairs of Punjab. I do not know whether 
there is any foreign-hand; but if there is a 
foreign    hand, then, the details should be 
placed on the Table of the House, the House 
should be taken into confidence. What is that 
material, what is that evidence which is with 
you which makes you say that there is  a 
foreign  hand "In  this?  Secondly,   who  are  
those  pepole,  who-are those criminals, whom 
the Janata Party and the Akali Parly recruited? 
When did  you  come to know of It? Why have 
you remained  silent up to this stage?  These  
are    the questions which you must answer. If 
you seek our co-operation, if you seek our help-
ing hand, we are prepared to give it to you. We 
do not want the problem to  escalate further. 
But for Heaven's sake, do not try to malign us 
in  a way which is unbecoming of persons 
holding responsible office. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Shri 
Kailash Pati Mishra. Han. Members may 
restrict their observations to ten minutes. 

SHRI R. RAMAKRISHNAN    (Tamil 
Nadu): Sir, this is an important issue. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Everything 
is important. 
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AN HON. MEMBER; This is the maiden speech 

of the hon. Member. They- haven't got that much 
courtesy even. 
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SHRI M. 
KALYANASUNDARAM (Tamil Nadu): Sir, 
the statement has been made by the Home 
Minister yesterday. I do not know who drafted 
it. Some bureaucrator official has collected all 
the data that appeared in the newspapers and 
presented- tham in the form of a statement. 
But this is not the statement the House 
expected from the Home Minister when the 
State is in such' a serious situation. As was ex-
plained by the previous speaker, who was 
himself the Chief Minister of that State, the 
situation is serious. The House has a right to 
know from him how such things happened 
when he was the Chief Minister there. He was 
the Chief Minister and the present President 
was the Home Minister here and all the 
deterioration took place when these two 
gentlemen were in power. 
[The Vice-Chairman, (Shri Syed Rah-mat Ali) 
in the Chair.] Why should you blame 
Longowal and Bhindranwale now? You had 
all the powers and the House has a right to ask 
you. You are accountable to the nation for this 
state of affairs. It is no longer a communal 
carnage, strife between two communities in 
Punjab. The recent developments show bow 
the so-called terrorists have been scientifically 
trained and what type of weapons they are 
using. These are not ordinary killings due to 
communal ill-fee]ings or certain communal de-
mands. . The demandsi that ther? are common 
to both the Sikhs and the Hindus who are 
Punjabis. Whether water problem or capital 
Chandigarh or the border disputes, the are 
common to the Sikhs and the Hindus of 
Punjab. ' Why should this development take 
place in the name of religion? Who is asming 
the Sikhs? They are free to practise their 
religious faith. Our Constitution itself 

allows them to carry even weapons. 1 cannot 
carry a weapon. But a    Sikh can carry a 
weapon. So these privileges     are there     and     
the Constitution     protects     them.      I     for 
one who     has     suffered     in     the cause of     
the     freedom     of     this     country cannot 
forget the role played by the Sikhs in the 
struggle for freedom of  the  co.untry.  Even  
now  1   da  not believe that the  entire Sikh  
community   are   behind  the  territorists     or 
behind the Akalis. Even today what are  the   
Congressmen,  whether  Sikhs or Hindus, 
doing? What is the    effort they are making? Do 
they go to the people, mobilise the people? Do 
they go before the nation? All secular forces in  
the  whole   country  are  concerned with it.  It is 
no longer the problem confronting only Punjab 
or the clash between the Sikhs and Hindus of 
Pan-jab for certain demands. How to solve this 
is a different problem. But    even after 
conceding these demands    now, my fear is 
whether normalcy could be restored through the 
present administration in that State. 1 wish the 
Government of India and the Home Ministry in 
particular to go deep into    the problem  of 
terrorism.  More  or less, according to my 
information, in   three districts on the border of 
Pakistan the administration  has    collapsed.     
Your police is not able to function. I thank it is 
in-the hands of so-called terrorists. And which 
religion permit's their place of  worship  to  be  
used  b"  terrorists against the country? I want to    
pose this question to all the leaders of the 
Akalis—Mr.  Bhandranwale     or     Mr. 
Longowal.   They   are  answerable     to the 
nation. They will lose the sympathy of the 
nation.  They are only aiding Hindu 
communalism. For  some    time Hindu 
communalism and the militancy of Hindus 
fanatics was dominant. Now this  is  intended     
to provoke     them against  the  Sikhs   in   other  
parte   of the country. What is the gain behind 
it? There are lakhs of Sikhs in Madras, in Tamil 
Nadu. I Can assure you that not a single of them 
will be affected by it; Tamil Nadu will not allow 
any Sikh  to be driven  out  of.   (Interruptions)   
They have     given asylum to them. They have 
given asylum to so many linguistic groups. 
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(Himachal Pradesh): Is that asylum? This Is 
not asylum.     {Interruptions) 

SHRI M. KAIYANASUNDARAM: I 
accept your correction. Shall I use the word 
'hospitality'? (Interruptions) 

SHRIMATI USHA MALHOTRA: Thank 
you verv much (Interruptions) 

SHRI M. KAIYANASUNDARAM: I will 
explain that. When Pakistan drove away 
Sikhs, we gave asylum to the refugees. That 
is what I meant. 

SHRIMATI USHA MALHOTRA: The 
Indians came to you. There was    no Pakistan  
before   that.  Even   Pakistan was India if you    
take it in broader perspective. 

SHRI M. KALYANASO'NDARAM: 
Please refer to the history end don't raise  
irrelevent  controversies. 

SHRIMATI USHA MALHOTRA: It was 
actually India. The Indians came to you. 

SHRI  M.     KALYANASUNDARAM: You 
think that you Congress    people alone can 
save the country and    not the people like us. 
Please confine yourself. It may be a slip  ot 
tongue on my part and you are making an issue 
out of it. If you make an issue of these 
terrorists, we shall     appreciate your courage. 
The behaviour of    the Congress Party does 
not.   give    confidence to the nation, whether 
in Punjab  or  outside.  That  is   what  I  tell 
you.  Of  course,  you     ara   a   secular force.  
Other     than  the     Communist Parties and the 
Left Parties, I cannot think of any other party 
more secular than the Congress. But  y u know 
who is your enemy and who is your  friend.  
You  will     make     your friends your enemies 
and your enemies your friends. That is how you 
ace attacking the opposition parties. I    am 
sorry I got provoked by Mrs. Malhotra. Let me 
come to the' point. Mr. Home Minister   don't 
see this terrorism    In 

isolation. Some of my friends on this side 
pointed to you about the inefficiency  of  your     
Intelligence  Department. The Central 
Intelligence have given you facts about those 
who are behind these forces,  which  are     the 
forces  which   are  owning  them.     In Delhi, 
they can shoot, just in front of the Police  
Headquarters   atid   escape. How can we have 
confidence? Professor Tiwari was killed.   
What is     the crime he had committed except 
fighting against Hindu communalism?    He 
was one Hindu who 'was     preaching against 
Hindu communalism and ore-venting the 
Hindus from    retaliation when  Hindus were 
killed. Anj     that man is killed. Whom are you     
gpistg to protect in this country? Please, don't 
treat  the  symptoms.     Diagnose     the 
disease. If the Hindus are driven out of Punjab,  
it  will  have  its repercussions in other States 
and the    Sikhs' will be driven out, as it 
happened during 1946 when Muslims went to    
th* other side  and the Hindus came    to this 
side. Something similar will har> pen so that 
they can find ;;n excuse fav Khalistan. Who is 
inspriag thia movement for Khalistan? It is a 
part of international  terrorism   organised   U 
Washington. That is the hearquarters. Don't 
forget about the so-called Kashmir Liberation 
Army. The 70 crores of Indians are capable of 
smashing th We have done it once and again    
we will teach them a lesson. What is this 
Kashmir Liberation Army which killed  
Mhatre?   Did  your British friends trace the 
culprits? What happened? My dear Sethi, listen 
to me. You can talk about those things later on. 
It is more •urgent that you are    speaking there? 
You must pay attention to what I am saying. 
This is very bad manners. Not that you should 
take me seriously,.. 

SHRI KALYAN ROY (West Bwgtl): 
This is the importance that they show to 
Punjab. 

SHRI M. KALYANASUNDARAM: I 
may be one amongst you. But the point is 
that I am speaking on such an important 
subject. 



 

 
THE MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS 

(SHRI P. C. SETHI): I had an urgent call. 

SHRI M. KAIYANASUNDARAM: You 
must come back to us even though some 
urgent call is there. I know that you may have 
so many pressures. 

Mr. Vice-Chairman, what is happening in 
the south; By south I do not mean the south of 
our country but the south of our region, the. -
whole South Asia region of our borders. There 
also there is terrorism. Not the terrorism of 
Tamil boys. They are the victims of terrorism. 
They have to defend themselves with arms. 
There the^terrorism is by the Government, by 
its Armed Forces, the Jayawardene's 
Government. He has acquired Rs. 204 crores 
worth of arms now. Who is threatening their 
security? He has placed barricades of naval 
boats on the borders of our territo-*y> in our 
waters, i.e., in the Palk Straits. Between the 
Tamil border of Sri Lanka and the Tamil 
border of India, navai boats are barricading 
there. They are intruding into our waters io 
attack our poor fishermen. I am reminded of 
those border clashes before 1962 that used to 
take place on our northern borders between the 
Chinese and our Army. Now even our 
mercantile route is in danger. Our mercantile 
vessels from Bombay or Cochin to reach Mad-
ras or Tuticorin or Calcutta have to pass 
beyond Sri Lanka. On that side American base 
Diego Garcia is there and on this side is the 
American base of Trineomalee and the 
Jayawardene's Government, the stooge of the 
American Government, which is day in and 
day out attacking India. The attack on Tamils 
is an attack on India. That is how you should 
see it. The entire nation should be roused 
against this international terrorism^ whether it 
is in Punjab or in Sri Lanka ox in any other 
part. As was stated hy my hon. colleague, Shri 
Advani, about the Bangladesh borders, it is not 
a small matter. It is not a border dispute. It is a 
concerted effort, against our country, not 
»gainst the Congress. You are always  'hjnking  
of your party     and 

 
your Government. Think about the country, 
how the country is going to face the situation? 
Tbe Congress party in its present position 
cannot . discharge its duty. Take us into 
confidence and take the House and nation into 
confidence. The whole nation, the heart of the 
nation is bleeding seeing what is happening on 
our borders and what is happening inside our 
country. One commualism cannot be 
countered by another communalism. We 
should all rise against any types of commu-
nalism. Secularism and democracy should be 
the banner of our political parties. 

At least one encouraging factor is that the 
Governor in Punjab called all the political 
parties who believe in communal peace and 
harmony and they have constituted peace 
committees at ^all levels. It is a welcome step. 
They have held peace marches. Of course, I 
heard a report from the party comrades that 
they have marched with arms. Even neace 
marches have to, proceed with arm?. 
Otherwise they will be attacked and life will 
be in danger. When I speak this I do not know 
whaf will happen to me tomorrow if I go out. 
As stated by Shri Darbara Singh, I am 
prepared to lay down my life for the sake of 
the unity of my country. Whether we come 
from the north or we come from the south that 
should be the spirit of Congressmen and of all 
political parties, you cannot solve any of the 
problems by whipping up communal frenzy in 
this country. We have seen what happened in 
1946. At that time I took the train so that the 
refugees can be brought to Delhi and refugees 
from here can be taken to the other side of the 
border at the time of partition. That is my life 
experience, Smt; Malhotra. I am not a novice 
in politics. I have seen the killings ... 

SHRIMATI USHA MALHOTRA: I 
wanted to say that we are all Indians and that 
is all. 

LEADER OF THE HOUSE -(SHRI 
PRANAB KUMAR MUKHERJEE): Let him 
speak. 
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3HRT M. KAIYANASUNDARAM: I had 
the courage to walk in the streets of Delhi; I 
made the trains run. That is my contribution as 
a Communist. We must, earnestly believe in 
secularism. in the unity of the country; we 
must be prepared to, face the threat to the unity 
of the country from whichever corner it may 
come. But don't forget Americans and 
Washington who are acting through Pakistan. 
There are also forces in this country who 
would like to give a clean chit to Zia-Ul-Haq 
and blame only Shrimati Indira Gandhi and 
blame her for everything because she happens 
to be the Prune Minister. I have thousands of 
grievances against her, for her economic 
policies which Burt the nation, for her failure 
to arouse the entjik nation for the cause of 
national unity and peace. I have thousands of 
grievances against her; 1 maj' criticise her but 
those who do not believe in the unity of the 
country, those who do not believe in the anti-
imperialism, those who do not see the real 
danger, those who are not able to see the real 
force behind this terrorism, have no right to 
criticise the Government. All the same, I tell 
Mr, Sethi, do not wait for Longowal; whether 
it is a fact that the Prime Minister talked to 
Longowal through telephone or personally, I 
have no abjection. It is a very simple matter. If 
she can talk to him and win him over, we have 
no objection. We do not say that we alone 
should be used for bringing peace. But there 
are Opposition parries who want to thrive in 
Ms situation. There are forces who will be 
happy if Pakistan even invades us. If Pakistan 
invades, what will be the fate of these 3 or 4 
districts? We have seen several times we have 
faced several ottacks. Even Muslims sacrificed 
their lives when Pakistani army invaded our 
country. That- is our tradition. 

Now, let me give one or two suggestions. 
We must bear in the minds the real danger 
facing us. It is not so easy to isolate terrorists 
unless you isolate the "forces behind it.  
Whether 

it is Akalis, or anybody else; whether 
Longowal is there or Bhindranwale is there, I 
do not see any difference between them. They 
may fight among themselves; each has got his 
own armed volunteers. What is this? Are they 
living in this country where Mahatma Gandhi 
worked and lived, preaching all his life non-
violence. What is happening? Whom are they 
going to defend? Whether it is Longowal or 
Bhindranwale they are the creations of our 
Congress friends in their inner-party rivalry. I 
would appeal to the Prime Minister to call a 
confersnee of Opposition parties. Even now it 
is not too late. Dont wait whether Longowal 
attends or not. We shall win the confidence of 
the Punjabi people, both Sikhs and Hindus. Let 
us rouse the nation behind us; concede their 
demand; announce that Chandigarh will, go to 
Punjab; appoint a commission for border 
dispute; water dispute can be referred to 
Supreme Court or a tribunal. About religious 
demands, Mr Longowal must come out and 
say that Gurdwaras. will not be used as a shel-
ter for terrorists. They cannot be used as head 
quarters for Khaustan and as a hiding place for 
anti-national elements. There can be no 
compromise with those forces who are 
colluding with imperialists and foreign 
countries for splitting this country. The gurud-
waras should not be allowed to be used for this 
purpose. This is a crime against these Gurus in 
whose names these gurudwaras have been 
built and are being nurtured and preserved. 

Now, Mr. Sethi has said that    this is a  
national problem.  This is     the only phrase in 
the hon. Home Minister's statement which I 
accept. It    is a national problem. It is not the 
problem of the Congress  Party or    the Akali 
Party or any other party.   This is  a  national  
problem. You      should. rouse the entire 
nation from South t° North against these pro-
imperialist and pro-Pakistan   activities  to   
split     the country, to destabilse the country. 
If there can be a reward, you better have. the 
reward, yes. You serve   the court- ; try and 
have the reward. We are not. 
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(Shri M. Kalyanasudaram) 
jealous of you. These are the demands which 
you should accept. You should consult us. 
You should take us into confidence. We do 
not want to use the situation to destabilise 
you, or, to remove you from power. This will 
be the main thing which any politician will do. 
Nobody will do such a thing at the cost of 
national unity. This is all I would like to say. 

Now, one word about Sri Lanka. I have 
already referred to the subject. Tomorrow, it is 
not coming up. This should be taken up as 
early as possible because the source is the 
same. Whether it is Khalistan or the attack on 
the Tamils by Jayewardene's goon-das, 
Jayewardene's rowdies, Jayewardene's 
terrorists.. This is Government terrorism on 
the innocent Tamil speaking people. They 
cannot live there. They cannot even take food 
without defending themselves with arms. This 
is the position. There is a concerted effort to 
destabilise the country by the imperialists, and 
to set at naught the accepted policies of non-
alignment and peace. This is the real political 
aim of the imperialists. If we cannot see this 
real danger and take necessary action, we have 
no righa to call ourselves as Indians. 

SHRIMATI AMARJIT KAUR (Punjab): Mr. 
Vice-Chiarman, Sir. the statement  of the hon.  
Home  Minister  in the House yesterday is not 
only painful for me as an Indian first and last-but 
also as a Sikh, from wnose community has 
arisen a minute sectarian mutant cell indulging 
in anti-national and treasonable activities, all 
amounting to  an anti-Sikh stance—egged on 
and in collective collaboration with the CJ.A. of 
the United States of America and the Pakistan 
Government because it  suits  the  global  
strategy  of these two countries vis-a-vis a strong    
and independent India having close, friendly ties 
with the U.S.S.R. I am neither an American  
baiter nor   a  Pakistani hater. But it has become 
abundantly obvious that these Sikh terrorists and 
fanatics are being clandestinely trained and 
armed by the colluding forces 

of Pakistan and the United State* Sir, these 
two countries do not realise what they are 
eventually creating for themselves. 
Fundamentalism in any religion in the 
twentieth century amounts to a medieval, 
backward and immature thinking which will 
lead to a very narrow and warped outlook 
towards the needs of humanity. This leads to 
selfishness and madness which will eventually 
boomerang on these two countries, by creating 
a bigoted mutant cell which will, in the near 
future demand a branch each of Khalistan in 
California in the U.S.A. and Birmingham in 
the  U.K. with Lahore in Pakistan as the 
overall capital of their dreamland. Just be-
casue was Maharaja Ranjit 4 P.M.   Singh's    
capital    some hundre years ago .   The now 
turbulant   Amritsar will take on the  peaceful   
mantle of an independent papacy. This mutant 
cell must be systematically  destroyed     
before     its starts to multiply in geometrical pi 
ression to consume humanity at large 
especially in India, the U.K., the USA : and   
Pakistan   and also, Sir, before it 
systematically destroys the great sys-' tem of 
life created by Guru Nanak.* ' 

The  communal  mutant   has   shed enough 
innocent blood with an imbecile  madness,  
consuming  its  own. frighten   us   into   
submission  like  in the case of    Mr.    
Manchanda,     MT: Sumeet Singh and many 
others,    e from  our  brother  community   
people like Lala Jagat Narain a member of our  
august House,  Mr. Tiwari,     Mr. Khanna from 
Amritsar and scores   of innocent bus     
passengers. Nirankaris are being shot every day. 

To what end is all this? The  river waters for 
Chandirgah? No, Sir,  just for an impossible 
dream of theirs, called Khalistan. You may 
concede everything, but they have tasted blood, 
they are man-eaters now. Their    demands will 
keep on increasing. The .Akali Dai who started 
this immature movemi has been consumed by 
this mutant already.  All  the  top  leaders  of     
thi.; Dal who are behind bars for     anti-national 
activities and for burning the Constitution of 
India for a childish * cause, are basically now in 
the protec- 
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tive custody -of the Government of India. 
They are not safe in the outside world any 
more. The leader of this mutant, Mr. 
Bhindranwale, sits in the most sacred place of 
worship of the Sikh community, full of 
confidence that no one dare enter to flush him 
out. He feels that the entire Sikh community 
has been frightened into submitting to his 
whims and fancies. He is wrong, Sir. The Sikh 
community is not so shallow that they will 
cow down to a man who is himself in hiding 
and is indulging in un-Sikh like activities, 
who has made the main holy seat of the Sikhs 
into a fortress, harbouring traitors, smugglers, 
petty criminals and murders. He has desecrat-
ed our Gurudwaras by converting them into 
dens and occupied by anti-social bigots. It is 
time that the Government of India took this at 
its face value and flush out all these 
distractive mutants and  wipe  them  out  as 
they deserve. 

SHKI KHUSHWANT SINGH (Nominated) 
: Mr. Vice-Chairman, I do not know before 
whom I should cast my pearls of wisdom 
because the Home Minister is not here. 

 
SHRI KHUSHWANT SINGH: 1 beg your 

pardon, Madam. I assume you know what the 
Home Ministe'r statement was about. It was, in 
fact, as probably you read a simple catalogue 
of well-known events which all of us, who 
read newspapers, were quite familiar with. It 
did not carry the problem one step further. It is 
evident from the statement of tht Home Minis-
ter that not one of us has a clue of what is 
going on in Punjab. We do not know who the 
killers are. Nine out of ten manage to escape 
into wilderness, nobody can track them down. 
The tenth is killed in so-called encounters, we 
do not know who he was. We do not know 
whether they are robbers, thugs, whether 
Naxalites or Khalistanis. We do not know 
what 

their motives are. Is it robbery? Is it political 
murder? Or is it that they want to establish 
Khalistan? Or is it that they are simply trigger 
happy? Where from are they getting their 
arms? It is being stated at random by our 
leaders, including the hon. Member sitting in 
front of me, that there is not the slightest 
doubt that the and are coming from the United 
States or from Pakistan. So far not a scrap of 
evidence has been produced of any arms with 
any markings—either American or Pakistani. 
They are using arms without any markings. If 
we have suspicions in our mind, that is a 
different matter. But unless the Government 
produces concrete evidence, we are still 
absolutely in the dark. We do not know how 
these killers have chosen their victims. Some 
are obvious. Nirankaris are one. They have 
gone on killing them for reasons of their own 
religious bigotry. There are others who oppose 
them. But where do people like our old friend, 
Dr. Tiwari, come in? An innocent man, he did 
not fall in any category of any person that a 
killer in the Punjab would like to go for. 

In short, we are groping in the dark. There 
may be some excuse for people like us 
because we do not have th«l means of 
information at our command. But for a 
Government which has this vast apparatus 
from a village head-man, the police and other 
agencies—» if they are also in the darki then 3 
do not know how we can hope to solve the 
problem of Punjab. 

The simple facts of the past are: first, that 
we totally under-estimated the stamina of the 
Akalis to sustain a morcha of the kind they 
have done. Sardar Darbara Singh very glibly 
glossed over it and said that be triumphed over 
them each time. The fact is that they have for 
two years sustained their morcha, sending 
thousands of volunteers to fail every single 
day, And when he talks about Akalis splitting 
into several factions, may I ask into? Is this 
the kind of answer to how many factions has 
his own party split give? 
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[Shri Khushwant Singh] 
We have under-estimated the strength of 

the extremists. I was amongst those who felt 
that they were a handful, perhaps a couple of 
hundreds. It is obvious that an organisation 
which can mount a kind of terrorist activity 
which can destroy 39 to 40 railway stations in 
one night is not a small organisation. We were 
wrong in believing that by declaring 
President's rule somehow or the other the 
situation in Punjab would be brought under 
control. If anything the situation has de-
teriorated. We were wrong in assuming that if 
we imposed the National Security Act or 
outlawed the AISSF, a ban on which I 
supported the Government. We would 
somehow crush terrorism. It has 
boomeranged. Violence and terrorism, after 
the banning of the All India Sikh Students 
Federation have gone to an all time high in the 
Punjab. 

Now the position today is that. There is 
general public apathy in the Punjab. People 
get away with crime and murders and escape 
into the countryside. No villager is coming 
forward to Catch these people and hand them 
over to the police. The general attitude, Which 
I have heard myself even from policemen, is 
this: "Adi ki laina?" What have we to do with 
it? "Asi kiyon dushmani laiye"? That was the 
kind of statement made in front of Golden 
Temple when the DIG Police was shot. There 
were hundreds of policemen present on the 
scene of crime but no one was willing to come 
to bis rescue. Even more sinister situation that 
has arisen is that the law enforcing agencies, 
that is the Punjab Police and the paramilitary 
forest—the CRPF and the BSF •—are at 
variance. The Punjab Police lK dominated by 
Sikhs; they are reluctant to shoot Sikh 
criminals. The CRPF is dominated by Hindus: 
thej are reluctant to, kill Hindus. When this i* 
the state of affairs what can we expect from 
law enforcing personnel. I have in front of me 
a recent issue of the "spokesman", a paper 
started by late Sardar Hukam Singh, having 
this banner headline—this is of yesterday: 
"Cold blooded murder of eight Sikhs by 

the CRPF". If these kinds of allegations go on 
that the Punjab Police can only be relied upon 
to kill Hidus and CRPF only to kill Sikhs, 
what can we do to prevent the situation 
deteriorating further? In short, let no be under 
illusions on this score. We are on the verge of 
a fratricidal civil war between two 
communities, the Sikhs and the Hindus, and 
unless we are able to fight back this rising tide 
of communal hatred, we will be in for another 
division of the Punjab, and perhaps of India. It 
is no,t only the duty of all of us to fight back 
this communalism; but primarily it is the duty 
of the Sikhs to fight back Sikh communalism 
and it is he duty of the Hindus to fight back 
Hindu communalism. That is the only way by 
which we can hope to be' effective. 

In the end I would like to very humbly ' 
suggest that the immediate need for u.s at this 
stage is, in view of the coming elections, to 
find a face-'Saving formula, a formula which 
may be acceptable to the Akalis so that they 
can face their own people and not appear as if 
they have been defeated and people and not 
appear as if they have been defeated and can 
go back to, their supporters and say "We have 
won our Dharm Yuah" or whatever they call it. 
At the same time, a formula which may be 
acceptable to the ruling party which is also 
obviously now bothered with the impending 
elc-tions. With due humility I suggest that 
such a formula can be found. I don't think. it is 
very difficult if a simple statement fro,m the 
Government is made unilaterally, "We declare 
Chandigarh as the capital of the Punjab" and at 
the same announce a sum of money and site 
for a new capital for Haryana. All the other 
issues, whether concerning with boundaries or 
with river waters have already berm agreed 
upon. The Boundary Commission can be re-
established to go into them. The Government 
has agreed to set up a Tribunal for river 
waters. The Akalis insist that it should be a 
Judge of the Supreme Court. What is so 
difficult if you have such a Tribunal presided 
over by a Judge of the Supreme Court? I am 
pretty sure, if such a formula   is pre- 
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sented to both the parties, it may be acceptable 
and we may be able to stave off this disaster 
that stares us in the face. 

I, Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, am particularly 
concerned in this kind of situation. I am one of 
the millions who came out from Pakistan as a 
refugee, now settled in Delhi. I face the pros-
pect again of being uprooted from here to go, I 
do not know where. It has taken us 36 years to 
build the Punjab from absolute ruin into the 
most Prosperous State of this country. Are we 
now going to see it destroyed? I can only quote 
a couplet in Urdu which, I think, everyone will 
understand: 

 
Thank you, Sir. 

SHRI PARVATHANENI UPENDRA 
(Andhra Pradesh): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, all 
of us, to whichever party we belong and from 
whichever region we come, share the concern of 
all the friends here and the entire nation about 
the serious situation prevailing in Punjab. It is 
not a problem of Punjab and Haryana alone. 
Today it has assumed such proportions and such 
complexities that now it is a mixture of politics, 
religion and adventurism. We, who come from 
down south, are as much agitated, perhaps more 
agitated than our friends in the North, when we 
hear of the happenings in Punjab and the 
repercussions in Haryana. It is no exaggeration 
to say, Mr. Vice-Chairman, that there is perhaps 
much more discussion today in Hyderabad, 
Madras, Bangalore and Trivandrum, perhaps, 
than in Delhi about the occurrences in Punjab. 
When we came here as new Members of this 
House, we expected an atmosphere of 
seriousness an atmosphere of tension, but, to, 
our surprise, we only find some cynicism, some 
callousness and lack of feeling about the sordid 
happenings in Punjab. It is like a surgeon found 
a new death. A man who is accustomed to see 
death every day not being moved by any new 
death. That is the atmosphere we find today. But 
as In- 

dians, as Indians first and last, we are very 
much concerned and very much agitated about 
the turn this problem is taking day by day. I am 
also sorry. Sir, that when I read the Home 
Minister's statement in full, when it was 
circulated, I found nothing new in the statement. 
It is nothing but a policemen's diary with 
extracts taken from the FIRs of various police 
stations. That was not the statement ex- . pected 
from the hop. Home Minister when the situation 
has taken such a turn, when all these details 
appeared in the newspapers much earlier, and 
when hon. Members are all aware of the 
accurrences. We wanted to see something new; 
we expected some hints of settlement, some 
new direction which the Governmeint wants to 
take. But we are greatly disappointed; and we 
express our disappointment again. I have no 
doubt in saying that the Government's policy of 
drift, prevarication and unwillingness to take 
decisive action in time has led to this grave 
situation where terrorism and lawlessness have 
become rampant and the traditional harmony 
between the two communities, the Hindus and 
the Sikhs, has been hampered. It is unfortunate 
that a race, which is known for its patriotism 
and its valour is today being suspected of lack 
of patriotism, and acts of terrorism by a few are 
being attributed to the entire community. It is 
very unfortunate and I beseech the hon. 
Members not to involve the entire Sikh 
community in this kind of terrorist activities. 
Four hundred to five hunared extremists cannot 
hold the entire Sikh race to ran-son and the 
entire Sikh community cannot be held 
responsible for a few acts of violence which are 
committed day in and day out there. 

Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, the Prime Minister 
said yesterday that the Government did not let 
down the Akali Dal. I do not hold any brief for 
the Akali Dal. But it is normally the practice of 
any responsible government to strengthen the 
hands of the moderate elements when they are 
presurised by the extremists. I want to know 
from the Government what type of assistance 
they gave to the moderate ele- 
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ments amongst the Sikh community, and to 
the Akalis particularly. When we hear that the 
religious demands of the Akalis have been 
conceded and there is already an award in 
regard to the Chandigarh city and the river 
waters dispute. I do not see why some minor 
details should hamper an early settlement of 
the problem and I do not know whether 
serious efforts have been made to convince 
the Akalis about the reasonableness of the 
Government's stand o,r what further can be 
done by the Government to reach an early 
settlement. 

The Prime Minister also commented that the 
agitation has gone out of the control of the 
Akalis. I am really amazed by this statement 
because it is not merely the situation going out 
of the control of the Akalis. Doles the 
Government depend upon the Akalis to control 
the situation? It is the responsibility of the 
Government to maintain law and order and to 
control the situation. You cannot hold the 
Akalis entirely responsible for the maintenance 
of law and order in Punjab. Sir, the killings still 
continue in Punjab, People are terror-stricken 
and there is a complete breakdown of law and' 
order. Even the imposition of the President's 
Rule has not improved the situation. Though a 
good man like Mr. Darbara Singh has been 
sacrificed, the situation has not improved; in 
fact, it has only worsened.' I suspect some 
motives on the part of the Government, if I can 
use that word, that the Government is 
motivated by political considerations and 
promotion of its electoral prospects than an 
imme-' diate solution of this problem. I heard 
that a responsible Minister of this Government 
has told a senior leader of the Akali Dal that 
any settlement af the Punjab problem could 
emerge only when there was a political settle-
ment with the Government, a settlement 
between the Congress Party and the Akali Dal. 
I do not know how far this report is correct. If 
the Government is banking on a political 
understanding between the Akalis  and the 

Congress (I) before they reach a settlement 
on this problem, unfortunately, by 
apprehension that politics guide the 
thinking of the Government stand good. 
Sir, I have one more point to make. This 

situation has become so grave because of the 
crisis in leadership: Those who read about the 
national movement, those who participated in 
the national movement and those who are 
aware of how the great leaders functioned in 
the past, know that when, during the partition, 
there was a carnagt and there were killings in 
Naokhali, Gandhiji rushed there, risked his life, 
moved among the people and tried to restore 
confidence among them. I am sorry to say that 
Gandhi's of today are tightening the security 
rings around them and they are afraid of the 
people. If the national leadership is afraid to 
face the people and is afraid to go to the people 
and try to restore confidence among them, I do 
not know what well happen to this country. In 
fact, it is not neeessary for the leadership of the 
Government or the Congress Party alone to go 
to the place. Leaders of all the political parties, 
can go and tour the affected areas and try to 
restore the confidence among the people. In 
this connection, I would like to mention the 
offer of our leaders, the Chief Minister of 
Andhra Pradesh, Mr. N. T. Rama Rao, who 
declared the day before yesterday that he was 
prepared to tour Punjab on a peace-making 
mis-• sion. It is not his idea that his tour alone 
would solve the problem o,r restore peace 
there. But it shown his concern about the grave 
situation whert. His offer of help in this 
connection should be viewed from this angle. 1 
appeal to the leaders of all the politi-cai parties 
to consider this suggestion. I appeal to the 
Prime Minister to take initiative in this matter 
and lead an all-party delegation to the affected 
areas and try to restore the confidence of the 
people. 

Happily, there is no group violence so far in 
Punjab. It is now only individual terrorism. 
But if the situation is allowed to deteriorate 
further, I am 
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afraid, one day it may lead to group violence 
and serious repurcussions will follow out of 
this. 

Lastly, I request the Home Minister to 
realise that the time is running o.ut, and 
whatever the Government wants to do, must 
be done expeditiously before the situation 
takes a further deteriorating turn. I appeal to 
him to try to evolve a national consensus on 
this problem. And let us all join him in 
finding a lasting solution to this problem and 
saving this nation from disharmony and 
disruption. 

SHRI V. GOPALSAMY (Tamil Nadu): Mr. 
Vice-Chairman, Sir, I am grateful to you for 
this opportunity. Sir, the State of Punjab stands 
a terror stricken State. It is becoming a 
communal tinder-box. This Punjab violence and 
its gory repercussions in Haryana, fuelling fresh 
reprisals in Punjab, have escalated to tragic pro-
portions, resulting in innocent lives being 
sacrificed every day. I shudder to read the 
newspapers in the morning. No day passes 
without a horrifying event. I pay my humble 
tribute to the departed soul, our esteemed col-
league Shri V. N. Tiwari, who was gunned 
down by the extreimsts, and who devoted his 
life for the pursuit of peace and also for all 
those who have lost their lives due to violence 
in Punjab. Sir, in no uncertain terms I strongly 
condemn all acts of violence and killings. But, 
Sir, my esteemed friend, Mr. Mohanta, has 
stated that our Hon'ble Prime Minister has 
blamed the Janata Government for recruitment 
of undesirable elements—in the intelligence 
system. Who is to be blamed for this bloodshed 
in Punjab? Of course, Janata Government came 
to power in 1977. But in fact, assurances were 
given to the people of Punjab in the year 1969 
itself by the Congress Government that 
Chandigarh will be the capital of Punjab. Have 
you fulfilled that promise? Have you honoured 
that commitment? / What have you been doing \ 
for all these years? At that time, the   I 

Government   of   India   stated   that   a new 
capital would be formed for the_ State of 
Haryana at a cost of Rs. 10* crores.  Now,  due  
to  cost     escalation hundred crores of rupees 
would have to be spent to form a new capital. 
You have   spent   thousands   of   crores      of 
rupees for NAM, CHOGM and ASIAD, but  
y&u have not  fulfilled  your promises and not 
honoured your commitments   that  the   river  
water   disputes would be settled by xtferrjing it 
to a Tribunal. 

Sir, just to gain a sort of partisan advantage 
the Central Government has miserably failed 
to defuse the present agitation by making 
reasonable settlement with the Longowal-
Badal faction of Akalis. 

Sir, as far. as the intelligence system is 
concerned, my question is simple. When you 
say that the intelligence network is not 
properly functioning in Punjab-as in other 
States the intelligence netwoxk is carried on, 
on the pattern of Central Intelligence Bureau 
(CIB)—but not in Punjab' what steps you 
have taken to rectify the situation and to 
reorganise the intelligence system. 

Sir, as far as Haryana is concerned, that is, 
the holocaust in Panipat, I raise my accusing 
finger to words Mr. Bhajan Lal."Sir, it will be 
very appropriate if I quote the "Indian 
Express' dated the 27th February, 1984: 

"It is ho_w evident that the Haryana holocaust 
was not a case of soontaneous combustion butt 
at least in places like Panipat, was pre-planned 
by mischievous elements who reportedly 
brought in thugs from outside to do their dirty 
work. Official incompetence has been admitted 
and political connivance is alleged. Mr. Bhajan 
Lal may protest, but his own provocative 
statements certainly aggravated the situation. 
His further action is not permitting a five-man 
Akali team to visit Panipat and other riot-torn 
areas of Haryana on Wednesday was again a 
sorry mis-judgement of the situation. ? Far 
better that he had followed Mr. 



 

[Shri V. Gopalsamy] Parkash Singh Badal's 
advice and accompanied the Akali team on a 
mission to restore peace and communal 
harmony. This would have prepared 
the,ground for a similar joint peace mission 
with senior Akali participation to some of the 
more sensitive areas.of Punjab." 

So, yo,u are responsible for the bloodshed in 
Haryana also. Our hon. Home Minister very 
carefully gave a  statement ahout the demand of 
the Akalis regarding  amendment  of   article     
25 . of the Constitution. But, Sir, when he was 
specifically questioned, he    stated "We have 
not given any commitment; we have not given 
any guarantee." But the statement itself is a 
commitment. J   do  not  blame  the  Home  
Minister. He was a most successful Chief 
Minister of  his  State.    He  could     handle 
affairs. There are talks in some quarters that the 
Home Minister    should be changed.  I do    not    
demand  that. He is a most capable man.     But 
what could  he do?  At  times  he  gives     a 
statement and then he is forced     to contract     
his  own      statement because he is tossed 
between 1, Safdar-jung Road    and 2-A    
Motilal    Nehru Marg. But, Sir, now the onus 
lies on the Central Governmeint. You miscal-
culated   the  whole   thing.   You   never 
calculated the strength of the Akalis. Two years 
back Mr. Longowal stated that it was high time 
that the    issue was resolved; otherwise the 
extremists would have the upper hand. Even 
yesterday    the "Hindu"    says    that   the 
Government  is moving     towards   the Akalis. 
But I am afraid, even if you want to have a 
dialogue to form any coalition  Government     
or   something else—because you  have     sent 
feelers through non-politician friends^-the ex-
tremists are more powerful than    the 
Longowal group. Even Mr. Longowal says "I 
am also in the hit-list". And he clearly    says, 
"Our scriptures    do not   call  for  killings.   
The  Bhindran-wale line is against Sikh tenets." 
But, Sir, for these things, Mr. Longowal is 
blamed  t,y the Students     Federation which 
has been banned. The All India Sikh  Students  
Federation  has     been 

banned. But the brain behind Mr. 
Bhindranwale is Mr. Amrik Singh. I will 
quote "Sunday Observer"; 

"Longowal and other vetera» Akali leaders 
have unfortunately lost much of their 
credibility after the failure of the tripartite 
talks and the anti-Sikh riots in Haryana and 
are mortally afraid of their lives if they.dare 
to speak against the extremists. In fact, even 
Bhindranwale has been relegated to the role 
of being just a figurehead and a symbol of 
Sikh resistance. He has little say in the actual 
planning and organisation of the extremist 
campaign against Hindus-and the central ad-
ministration." 

It says that Mr. Amrik Singh is at the helm of 
Sikh extremism. I would like to appeal to all 
sections in Punjab and Haryanaf'to see that 
normalcy is restored. You start a fresh dialogue 
with the Akalis. I request the hon. Prime 
Minister, though you, to start a fresh dialogue 
with the Akalis and see that the wind is taken 
out of the sails of the extremists. It is high time 
that this was done. Otherwise 1 am afraid the 
youngsters, particulraly the youth are singing 
the song of the soldiers of Banda Bahadur. 
When they were dragged in the streets of Delhi 
during those years in the 17th century, they 
sang the song: we are the soya crop and Manu, 
the sickle; the more he mauls us, the more we 
grow. Such passions are whipped up in Punjab. 
So if you want to crush the movement with 
bullets, with military force, with para-military 
forces, with the police forces, you may fail. It 
may boomerang on you. So I request the 
Central Government to start a fresh dialogue 
with the Akali leaders, with the Longowal 
faction—there may be factions inside the Akali 
camp—and see that the extremists are checked. 
Otherwise, Sir, the bloodshed will continue and 
dangerous and diabolical consequences will 
follow. So I appeal to all sections, to all the 
leaders though this august House to see that 
normalcy is restored and see that the extremists 
give UP arms, just throw the arms from their 
hands. 
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"We defer this demand for the time 

being—the demand of Khalistan fon the 
time being, and we will be satisfied with 
Punjabi Suba only." 
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I want to sound a note of warning to the 
Government and to the Opposition parties as 
well: The people of Haryana     will     not       
tolerate      it. 

 
They have patience. But they lose it if it is 
made a one-sided affair. 
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The Prime Minister is very 
sincere    in    solvisg    the    problems. 

They support their 
demands   at   the   cost   of   Haryana. 
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ther this information which was broadcast by 
the national programme of the TV is correct 
and, if so, what steps have been taken by the 
Government to raise this issue before the 
Pakistan authorities  and with what results. 

My second question is that last night it was 
announced by the All India Radio in its News 
Bulletin that the hon; the Prime Minister has 
made a statement either to the press or at a 
public meeting that the Government of India 
is prepared to consider all the genuine 
demands of the Akalis including the demand 
relating to Chandigarh and all other issues 
without sacrificing firstly the cause of national 
integrity and secondly the interests of other 
neighbouring States. I want to know whether 
this is the clear, categorical and unequivocal 
stand of the Government of India relating to 
Punjab. 
My third question is this. Mr. Darbara Singh 
who was the Chief Minister of Punjab even 
till the other day, has told us that the Akalis 
tried to come to power by various means; 
they had failed to do so and now their plan is 
to come to power by violent means. Another 
Member, a new Member, also tells us that he 
was a Member of the Punjab Legislative 
Assembly in 1964 and at that time the stand 
of the Akalis was: "We are postponing the 
demand for Khalistan for the time being. We 
want Punjabi Suba now." If this is the state 

of affairs and if this 5 P.M. is the context 
in which we have to assess the Punjab 

situation, why is it that the hon. the Home 
Minister proposed to the Akalis on the 31st 
March, 1984, that he was willing to consider an 
amendment of artitcle 25(2) (b) of the 
Constitution in consultation with the legal 
experts and after ascertaining the sentiments of 
the Sikh community represented by other 
organsations because I do not find anything in 
article 25(2) (b) to which the Akalis or the Sikhs 
can take any exception. Article 25(2) (b) is an 
example of legislation by reference and it 
nowhere says that either the Sikhs or the Jains 
or the Buddists are Hindus. As a matter of fact, 
up till now, no authority has be*n 

SHRI SANKAR PRASAD MITRA 
(West Bengal). Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, on 
the Punjab issue, debates are being, held 
from time to time and numerous speeches 
have also been delivered today. I do not 
propose to make any speech. The Revised 
List of Business says that we can seek 
clarifications on the statement made by' the 
hon. the Home Minister yesterday. 

Three questions have arisen in my mind 
and I would request the hon. the Home 
Minister to throw some light on these 
questions. About four or five days ago, it 
was announced on the national TV 
broadcast that one of the terrorists arrested 
in Punjab has been brought to Delhi. He 
was interrogated at the Red Fort and he has 
admitted that he belongs to the Pakistan 
army and that amis are being supplied to 
the terrorists in Punjab by the Pakistan 
army. I want to know whe- 
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able to define Hinduism and the Sikhs 
in      article      25(2) havanot      been 
identified with Hindus. Now, if this is the position 
in the clearest possible terms, there cannot be any 
other position, why was this assurance given at all? 
These are my three questions which I put to the 
hon. the Home Minister. 
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We have neard, I snouia say, wim dismay, the 
statement of our hon. Home Minister. As far as 
this statement is concerned, it does not give us 
anything concrete except one sentence wherein 
he has said that an offer was made in regard to 
consultations for amendment of article 25 of the 
Constitution. As far as the rest of the statement 
is concerned, we are sorry to note that it gives 
only a history of what happened later on, the 
killings, arson looting and other things We are 
very much pained to note that there are charges 
and counter-charges, accusations and counter 
accusations These will not help us. 

Sir, in this statement—I am cutting it short—
it has been mentioned here' . . .misgivings about 
the distinct identity of the Sikhs among the 
members of the Akali Dal'; not among the Sikhs 
as a whole. Then, it has also been mentioned in 
the statement that the Government is prepared to 
consult the S.G.P.C. and other representatives of 
the Sikh community. Can we know, It 
apprehensions were expressed by the Akali Dal, 
why were they not called for consultations? 
Why should it be only the S.G.P.C. and other 
representatives of the Sikhs? Can we also know, 
from the hon. Home Minister, who are these 
other representatives oi the Sikhs? The second 
thing is about the Panth Azad Week agitation to 
be launched by the Akali Dal. Does the offer of 

consultation mean, and it must be meaning so, that 
you recognise, you admit that the Sikhs are 
apprehensive about their own identity? If you are 
genuine and sincere in this respect, kindly consider, 
this aspect. Later on, on the floor of the other House a 
feeling was created that you are resiling from that 
commitment. I said 'feeling* because it may not be 
true, but there was a hue and cry, why should you talk 
of the amendment of article 25? Somehow or other, 
with due deference, you felt jittery and said that you 
are not going to amend the Constitution, but you are 
only having consultations. Consultations, for what 
purpose? Sir, as far as our State of Jammu and 
Kashmir is concerned, we are the har- 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI R. 
RAMAKRISHNAN): Hon. Home Min-
ister please. 

SHRI GULAM MOHI-UD-DIN 
SHAWL (Jammu and Kashmir): Sir, I 
would like to speak. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI R. 
KRISHNAN); Your name is not there. 
Already, from your United Association of 
parties three persons have spoken. /All 
right. Please speak for two minutes, any 
one of you. Mr. Matto was not there when 
he was  called. 

SHRI GULAM MOHI-UD-DIN 
SHAWL: Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I am 
reminded of that couplet which says; 
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dest  hit  of whatever  is  going on in Punjab. 
We are the hardest hit in so far as our tourism 
industry is concerned, in so far as our trade and    
commerce is concerned and even the migratory 
labour which used to come in thousands during    
winter could     not come   because   of   the   
holoqast   in   Puna jab. Sir, we have fo see that 
when we hear about platitudes, they will    not 
work.  We must rise to the  occasion. We are 
second to none as far as      patriotism is 
concerned. It is the' National Conference  
members,     Master  Abdul Aziz  and Maqbool 
AhnM    Shervahi, who fought for the 
motherland     and were murdered by their own 
co-religionists  across  the border. This is    the 
history.   When  the   question  of     our 
motherland came, we are patriotic to die for 
integrity and honour of    our motherland, but 
there is a bigger question here. Who is to take 
initiative in this matter? You are responsible    
for law  and order but Punjab is not a law and 
order problem, it is a political problem, it 
requires negotiated settlement from   the   
neighbouring   States.     The Government in 
the neighbouring State may be unpalatable to 
you, I mean to the  ruling party in  the  Centre,     
but it is a fact that the honour and integrity of 
that State is at stake more than that of  the 
ruling party      at      the Centre. We have 
suffered a lot due to this agitation. So, as far as 
fhe neighbouring States, the ruling    party and 
other opposition parties are concerned, they  
must be  associated  with  any  settlement.  Our 
stand  must be  that     this negotiated  
settlement   must   take       place. The Sikh 
parties, the Akali Dal, SGPC and others can be 
there. But    kindly consider this. You say that 
when they get something, they change their 
stand the  next day.  There  should  not  be any 
phased   negotiation  with  them.  It   should be 
a package deal. Sit round the table, discuss all 
matters and come to, a settlement.  Whether 
Panipat is burning or other parts of the country 
are burning, do not give up the talks. At that 
time when  the talks  were  going on  here, 
where there is your own Government in   
Haryana,   in   Panipat   Gurudwaras were burnt 
and all of a sudden   you 

gave up those talks. So, there should be 
negotiated settlement, but once we sit, we 
should not adjourn the talks till we come to the 
conclusion. There should not be any unilateral 
declaration about Chandigarh or any other 
matters. It may be territorial, it may be 
political or it may be religious demands, all 
these demands must be debated and discusesd 
in one sitting. It may take days together but all 
these problems can be solved. Kindly consider, 
it is not your party affair. It is not the problem 
of an individual or an individual political 
party. It concerns the whole nation. The whole 
nation this time feels that there is a drift and 
the political parties or the Central Government 
feel helpless .... That feeling is so dangerous 
for the integrity of our Motherland, Kindly 
give it up. Give up this intertia, come to the 
forefront, take courage in your own hands and 
settle once and for all this problem. We shall 
really cooperate settle it. Thank you. 

SHRI P. C. SETHI: Mr. Vice-Chairman, I 
am thankful to the hon. Members—about 
fifteen of them have part:* cipated in the 
debate—for the interest they have shown in the 
Punjab affairs and also for some good 
suggestions which they have made. 

Sir, I would like to remind the hon. 
Members that as far as Punjab problem is 
concerned, right from , the very beginning we 
have made earnest efforts to solve the 
problem. There were mainly four demands. 
One was religious, another was with regard to 
territoxy, the third was with regard to river 
waters and the fourth was with regard to 
Centre-State relationship. As far as religious 
demands are concerned, we have agreed to 
them. We have allowed the taking of kirpan on 
the Indian Airlines. But as far as international 
routes are concerned, the kir-pan cannot be 
taken in international flights. Therefore 
according to international rules, even Air-
India does not allow it. But as far as taking of 
kirpan here is concerned, this has been 
implemented. 
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As far as the question of relay oi Gurbani is 
concerned, we agreed for 1 1/2 hours in the 
morning and half an hour in the evening. This 
was their original demand. But when the Infor-
mation and Broadcasting people went there to 
put the wires ancTthe set t h e i r .  they said: 
"No, we would not dlov, it because now we 
want it for two hours in the morning and for 
half an hour or one hour is the evening''. 
Therefore in spile of our efforts, they have not 
allowed it. We are still prepared to, do it 
provided they give us permission to do it. 

As far as religious demands are concerned, all 
their demands have been met. As far as the 
declaration of Dur-giana Temple and the 
Golden Temple complex area is concerned, the 
Municipality has to notify prohibition of sale of 
liquor, meat and tobacco round 1 Golden 
Temple and round the Dur-giana Temple. The 
actual demarcation will be done in consultation 
with them. As far as Centre-State relationships 
is concerned, by establishing the Sarkaria 
Commission—it was not only their demi ad; it 
was a demand from all the counrty—that 
demand has been met. 

As far as the question of Article 25 is 
concerned, never before it was raised. Suddenly 
it was raised and a morcha was set up. I would 
like to make it clear that the statement which I 
made was: "There seem to be some misgivings 
among members of the Shiromanj Akali Dal 
that the wordings of Explanation II of Article 
25(2) (b) o,f the Constitution does not reflect 
the distinct identity of the Sikh community. 
Government will be prepared to consult the 
SGPC and other representatives of Sikh 
community ... ." I was asked who are the "other 
representatives" of the Sikh community. They 
are spread all over the country. They are to be 
consulted. And also "legal experts, and 
undertake such legislation by way of 
amendment as may be neeessary to remove 
doubts on this point. In view of tins. 1 trust that 
Shiromam Akali Dal will withdraw the 
agitation proposed to start on the 2nd April". 
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Aad I am happy to say that the agitation 
was with drawn. 

Sir, therefore as far as the problems 
of Punjab are concerned, we tried to 
solve them. First of all, the Prime 
Minister met the Akali Dal leaders, 
"ticludi-ig our: Longowal, twice, but 
nothing could be clinched. Then we 
wanted to negotiate with them and 
wanted to invite them. But they said 
that they were not prepared to come 
to Delhi. Therefore, the "Prime Minister 
constituted a Committee of Cabinet 
Ministers and that Committee went to 
Chandigarh twice. We had some talks 
there and then ultimately it was deci- 
dec-ded we should have tripartite 
talks. The tripartite talks took 
place. There we consulted not 
the  opposition parties but 
the      Akali      leaders       andalso 
the leaders of the Opposition and the ruling 
groups both in Haryana and Punjab. It was 
earning to a solution point but unfortunately 
it dispersed and that never met again. Then 
the Prime Minister . on her own called a 
meeting of the opposition leaders ana then, 
on their advice the tripartite talks began 
again. But, unfortunately, when the trouble 
boke out in Punjab, -the Akali Dal team said 
they wanted to, go back to Punjab to settle 
the Punjao problem and therefore they left 
for Punjab and never returned back. Aftez 
that I sent them many communications that 
we were prepared to talk, but they did not 
turn up. I want to say, Sir, that as far as we 
are concerned we are prepared to talk even 
now, whether it is bipartite or tripartite. 

We welcome the suggestion of the 
opposition leaders ana" parties that they 
should somehow or other find a solution 
whether through bipartite talks or tripartite 
talks. 

Sir, as far as the question of foreign hand is 
concerned, we have been receiving reports of 
extremist contacts with Pakistan. There is 
evidence of smuggling of arms from Pakistan 
across the western border some of ; which .find 
..their way into the extremist hands. Sir, it is 
very difficult to 
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establish this matter with proof because these 
matters are very delicate and involve 
international relations But all the while we 
are prepared to solve this problem. 

We have always respected the Sikh 
sentiments and that, is why we have not 
entered the Golden Temple complex—
because we have respected their feelings. 
Although the law does permit us that law can 
enter there in spite of the law being so we hav 
not done so and we have respected their feel-
ings. Sir, as far as the Punjab problem is 
concerned, I can assure the hon. Members 
that many actions have been taken. 

There has been further reinforcement ol the 
forces. Certain areas have been given to the 
CRPF. It is wrong to say that the CRPF has 
been withdrawn. Some adjustments have been 
made. In the forefront now near the Golden 
Temple we have brought the BSF, and the 
CRPF is given a rear position. Now we have 
entrusted certain areas also, to BSF and 
CRPF, which have been given powers. 
According to these powers, the CRPF and 
BSF can act on their own; they can search, 
they can arrest anybody; but, at the same time, 
they have to keep in contact with the local 
authorities, that is, the District Commissioner 
and the police authorities  there. 

Sir, it is true that intelligence was  weak in 
Punjab. We supplied more than 700 wireless 
sets to them and now intelligence is being 
strengthened. We are giving them about- 200 
strong motor cycles so that the mobile 

squad   can   also   function.   All  this  is 
being done. 

We want to solve this problem through 
peaceful negotiations. But, at the same time, I 
would like to reiterate that at any cost, as far 
as the demand for Khalistan is concerned, we 
shall never accept it and the nation will never 
accept it. 

SHRI SUSHIL CHAND MOHUNTA: 
What about referring the waters is-pute to a 
tribunal? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI R. 
RAMAKRISHNAN); I have an announ-
cement to make. .(Interruptions).... The mater 
is now over. He has answered. 

SHRI P. C. SETHI: Sir, we are prepared to 
hand over the water dispute to a tribunal 
provided there is an overall agreement on all 
the demands. (Interruptions) 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI R. 
RAMAKRISHNAN): Now the discussion is 
over; he has replied. I have an   
announcement   to   make. 

ALLOCATION OF TIME FOR DISPOSAL 
OF GOVERNMENT     LEGISLATIVE 
AND OTHER BUSINESS 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI R. 
RAMAKRISHNA;: I have to inform 
Members that the Business Advisory 
Committee at its meeting held today, the 24th 
April, 1984, allotted time foi- Government 
Legislative and other Business as follows:  

Badness Time allotted 

I,   Consideration anil return of the following Bills, as passed by the Lok 
Sabha :— 

 

(a) The Appropriation (No.3) Bill, 1984 —4 hours 

(b) The Finance Bill, 1984 —a days 

(c) The Punjab Commercial Crops Cess (Amendment) Bill, 1984    . —i hour 
2.    Consideration and passing of Monopolies and Restrictive Trade 
Pitclie (Amendment) Bill. 19% —1 day 


